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Instructions: This form is to be filled out in detail by the RAP Service Provider Organization (SPO) in order to recommend a case for conversion to JAS after arrival to Canada. Please use one form per IRCC file number (also called the G number). Sponsors may also use this form in the case of Blended Visa Office Referred (BVOR) conversions to JAS. Completed forms are to be submitted electronically to the local IRCC office (or to IRCC.INRAPPAR-ILPPPI.IRCC@cic.gc.ca for situations where the local contact information is not already known). The local IRCC office will review the case details and make a recommendation to IRCC-NHQ for decision. 
Before a recommendation is submitted, the client should be consulted to ensure they would like to be paired with a JAS sponsor. To manage expectations, it should also be made clear that a sponsorship may not materialize as a result of the recommendation, depending on IRCC's decision and whether or not a JAS sponsor is found. 
SECTION 1 - BACKGROUND
Date of Recommendation 
JAS Recommendation Form Submitted By
Current Refugee Category
Any X-Ref Case G#s also being recommended for In-Canada JAS conversion  (on a separate form)? For example, adult dependants who are processed on their own G#.
Has the client been consulted?
If no, please provide rationale below. Depending on the vulnerability of the case, it may be best to consult with clients only once a sponsor has been found. However in all cases, the client needs to be consulted prior to the submission of the undertaking by the sponsor.
SECTION 2 - RATIONALE AND ROLE OF SPONSOR
Recommending JAS based on the following criteria: (Check all that apply)
If GAR: Describe the client's settlement experience to date and any additional needs identified post arrival. What barriers does the client currently face that could be alleviated by the JAS program? What channels have been explored to remove these barriers? What type of support is expected? Has a sponsor already been identified for this case? 
If BVOR: Describe the exceptional circumstances which lead to this request. Consider the following questions in your response: 
         •  Why is the RAP support required?
         •  What additional supports are being requested? 
         •  Is your group able to continue as sponsor if case is a JAS? If not, is your group actively seeking assistance from another sponsoring group, partnering with another group, OR will another group need to be found to take over the remainder of the sponsorship period?
         •  If your group is not located in a RAP community, what are your plans for enabling/facilitating RAP supports?
What RAP/Settlement services have been provided to date? (Check all that apply):
SECTION 3 - EXPECTED OUTCOMES
What will the client gain from the JAS?         
If GAR: How will client outcomes be better with a sponsor than without? How will the added support improve client settlement?  
If BVOR: How will client outcomes be better with RAP support than without? What supports under RAP is your group not currently able to provide? How will the added support improve client settlement? 
SECTION 4 - OTHER DETAILS (IF APPLICABLE)
Describe other details (if applicable) to assist with sponsorship decision:
         •  Is a One-Year Window application possible or pending? If so, please provide details.
         •  Successes/challenges experienced to date.
         •  Local IRCC office may add details here based on GCMS case notes, etc., if applicable. 
FOR INTERNAL IRCC USE ONLY
Local IRCC Office
Please forward completed form by email to Resettlement Operations Division, International Network at IRCC.INRAPPAR-ILPPPI.IRCC@cic.gc.ca.
The email subject line should clearly read: Recommendation for In-Canada JAS Conversion. For special programs: Recommendation for in-Canada JAS Conversation - Special Program Name Here (e.g. Survivors of Daesh). 
If a sponsor has already been identified by local IRCC, or if the case is a BVOR, this should be flagged in the email. 
Local IRCC recommendation should include confirmation of supervisor/manager concurrence. 
Does your office concur with this assessment? 
Resettlement Operations Division, International Network
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